
south of the northermost point of the Queen Elizabeth
Islands o Some indication of the vastness y and at the
same time the sparse population9 of northern Canada is
given when we remember that the Northwest Territories
and the Yukon together represent about 40 per cent of
the land and fresh water area of Canada but contain less
than one-fifth of one per cent of the total Canadian
population ,

I am not suggestinga of eourse9 that these
northern regions will ever be populated to the sanie
extent as the southern parts of Canadao Their geograph y
certainly does not indicate thiso What I do want to
emphasize is that they have vast resources9 resources of
a type which will soon be most urgently required by the
rest of the worldo A rapid economic development9
accompanied by a substantial increase in population9
most surely lies ahead of these regionso Many factors
will be important in determining the timing and the speed
and the manner of this development9 but one of the most
important will undoubtedly be transportation o

Howevera I must not get ahead of myself and
anticipate my conclusIons . Fir-st I want to sketch briel'l.y
the part played by transportation in the development of
Canada into a great nation, because in thïs case - as in .
most others_- the past has important lessons to teach us ,

Obviously9 Canada has always been a vast country
vast not merely in terms of size but in terms of being
sparsely populated with large distances between many of the
settlements and w it h formidable natural barriers sepa rating
her various economic regionso This is the k,ind of vast-
ness which presents serïous problems of commiunicationy
administration and government, It is the klnd of vastness
which requires men of imagination9 vision and faith to _
overcome o

:

At Confederation9 Canada, economioally was a
series of disconnected units ; the Maritime Provinces were
separated by geography and by closed navigation during the
winter months f rom the settled area in the Sto Lawrence .
basin ; the prairies were still to a great eztent using
.Hudson Bay as a sea out let ; the Cordilleran regions w ere
facing the Pacif ic without Canadian land communications
with Eastern Canada ,

The problems of continental distances were solved
only with the advént of railroads ; Bgil transportation,
aside rrom giving momentum to the economic development s
had the outstanding social and political accomplishment of
binding together the whole northern portion of the American
continento The building of the intercolonial railway was
necessary to bring New Brunswick and Nova Scotia into the
Union and the building of a railway to the Pacifia Coast
within ten years was one of the terms on which British
Columbia agreed to enter o

The Intercolonial Bnilway played a role or the
utmost importance as an economic and political link . Never-
theless the building of the Canadin Pacifie Bailway wa s
the more spectacular feat because the promoters had the
courage to dare the distances and the ruggedness of the
major portion of a practically empty continento The
Intercolonial had to traverse only a relatively short


